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Councillor comments on Planning Applications 

Week commencing 1st June 2020 
 
Comments will be submitted to Cornwall Council and will be preceded by the following statement: 
 

Due to the restrictions placed on the Council as a result of the pandemic Coronavirus, this response 
represents the opinion of members of Grade Ruan Parish Council identified through a consultation 
process, but does not constitute a formal consultee response because the outcome was not 
reached at a physical meeting at which the public could be present and where Councillors can 
legally vote. 

 
Comments will end with the following statement: 
 

This response represents the opinion of members of the Council, but cannot legally constitute a 
consultee response as the outcome was not reached at a physical meeting at which the public 
could be present.  Therefore a “5-day protocol” email should not be issued to the Council as it 
cannot legally respond. 

 

 
PA20/03483: Single storey extension with balcony above. Mr & Mrs P Dunmall. Bodrigy Lodge Access To Bodrigy 
Cadgwith Ruan Minor TR12 7JU 
 
7x Support (MAJORITY), though the following comments/conditions were raised: that due to development in 
this area being very prominent, further adequate tree planting and screening must be in place - It was promised 
that adequate screening should be planted when the first alterations began. There is no sign of this happening 
and the conglomeration of cars, caravans and an ever-growing building do little to improve the skyline.  A site 
inspection must confirm that condition 3 of decision PA13/07766 and condition 3 of decision PA14/00571 have 
been satisfied. Both decisions allowed the felling of two trees each, and the conditions are they be replaced with 
new planting of the same species within two years. 
 
1x No comment. 
 
 
PA20/03061: Proposed change of use from C3 dwelling (as approved PA15/04440) to A4 wine bar. Mr M 
Sillifant. The Square Cadgwith Ruan Minor Helston Cornwall TR12 7JX 
 
4x Object (MAJORITY).  The following grounds were cited:  As noted by public comments noise, light, parking, 
access etc would be a problem. Noise and light from commercial paraphernalia leading to loss of residential 
amenity in a conservation area. Doubts that visitors would use the car park and walk to the village therefore 
causing congestion; deliveries may also cause congestion. Apparent local opposition shown by public comments 
on the planning portal, and objections from the AONB Unit.  Concerns over foul drainage and waste disposal; 
fire and safety; Public Protection concerns.  One Cllr suggested that this application should be deferred until it 
can be debated in public at Parish and County level so that the objections of local people can be expressed fully.  
Question the need for the development and suggestions of damage to the local community and local economy 
as follows: “The Cadgwith Cove Inn is at the centre of what is left of the local community, without it the village 
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would be headed towards the fate of Helford and Rock.  It is viable but needs long hours of hard work to remain 
so.  It must already be tempting to close it for the winter and just take the tourism profits in the summer.  Any 
reduction in those would add it to the list of defunct businesses.  A new wine bar might well have the effect of a 
straw on a camel's back.  Locals would be unlikely to gather in the wine bar to sing on Friday nights, or to eat 
much tapas.” 
 
3x Support.  The following comments were made in support: Cadgwith depends on holiday-makers for its 
livelihood and a wine bar is a useful addition for the local community and economy; only one licensed premises 
caters for on-premises drinking in any meaningful way, and it is subject to considerable overcrowding in the 
Summer months. Access issues are not relevant as there will be no on-site parking and clients will be required to 
use the public car park - the same arrangement as used by the existing pub. Licensing conditions can be used to 
mitigate noise and light pollution and these should be serious considerations.  The proposal would renovate 
what is a “messy” area of the village. 
 
1x No Comment 
 
 
PA20/03773: Change of use from 2no flats to a single dwelling house with alterations. Mr Alan Brown. Louvain 
Cadgwith Ruan Minor TR12 7JY 
 
7x Support (MAJORITY).  The following comments were made:  The Planning Authority should note the late 
application – which has caused deep concern – and ensure all alterations and landscaping are as shown on 
submitted plans. Permission should be granted subject to windows and doors being of timber construction in 
keeping with the restraints within the Cadgwith Conservation Area.  Assurances are needed on drainage 
concerns; any change in the ground profile at this location will result in excess "spring water" needing to be 
removed, possibly to the detriment of properties lower down the valley side. 
 
1x No firm answer – but the following questions and comments: 
“Section 8:  Materials for vehicle access and standing have been marked "N/A".  This implies that no work will be 
done at all on the existing vehicle standing area.  Is that so? 
Section 11:  There are hedges on the development site and adjacent to it, contrary to the answers given. 
Section 24:  Pre-application advice has been sought but no officer is named.  The details of the advice received do 
not make sense.” 
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